Infiltration
Downgraded
At Meeting

By HAILEY LASKER
—The state's investigators put
an end to campus spying.
Penn Press Conference last week of the
spying committee which will continue fun-

audience formed a "semi-permanent
committee whose mission is to study students and
plainclothes at an open meeting.

They want to know who the
infiltrators are and what they
are up to, and in whose name they are
being released," Goldberg said.

"We will ask for a reply by a cer-
tain time," Goldberg said. "If that is not
received, we will take our own action. The
demonstration is a definite possibility,"

Campus Spying (CECS), will ask
its members to "try to get some information
from the deans about what they can do
in a time of shrinking resources," Stellar
added.

"Out of that should come
questions from the deans about how
to change and what are their highest
priorities in a time of scarce resources," Stellar
added.

"Student surveys indicate that
changes which would make the means
to reach goals more feasible are

At every level, job offers are
up and increasing spending to
the hiring departments. Back
are the days when you could
get a job offer in the fall and
have it go months before you
get to work. Now, students are
getting offers in January,
says the National Association of Colleges and
Employers.

"The monthly dollar average
for science graduates is

"The unit need to take
marketing and distribution
majors to $7,788 for
accounting.

The College Placement Council
data show average dollar offers ranging from
$6,172 for business science graduates
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Skiing is Best in the East

BY GREG MANNING

Spring breaks are in the last chance of the ski season to big a whole week at the slopes before the snow melts. Even though we in Philadelphia have nothing to worry about; we can still make the most of it.

The Philadelphia Art Museum, the Philadelphia Civic Center, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art are the best ski resorts in the area for skiing. The Philadelphia Art Museum offers a great view of the surrounding mountains and the Philadelphia Civic Center offers a pleasant atmosphere.

If you haven't yet visited the Philadelphia Art Museum, the Philadelphia Civic Center, or the Philadelphia Museum of Art, you should make a trip there soon. They are all within a short drive of Philadelphia, and offer a great view of the surrounding mountains.

Even if you are not terribly excited by the prospect of skiing, there are still many other activities to enjoy. For example, you could visit the Philadelphia Art Museum, which offers a great view of the surrounding mountains.

If you are interested in skiing, you should consider making a trip to Philadelphia, where you can enjoy the beauty of the surrounding mountains and the great skiing conditions.

The Philadelphia Art Museum offers a great view of the surrounding mountains, and the Philadelphia Civic Center offers a pleasant atmosphere.

The Philadelphia Museum of Art is located on the outskirts of Philadelphia, and offers a great view of the surrounding mountains.

If you are interested in skiing, you should consider making a trip to Philadelphia, where you can enjoy the beauty of the surrounding mountains and the great skiing conditions.

The Philadelphia Art Museum offers a great view of the surrounding mountains, and the Philadelphia Civic Center offers a pleasant atmosphere.
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The Philadelphia Art Museum offers a great view of the surrounding mountains, and the Philadelphia Civic Center offers a pleasant atmosphere.

The Philadelphia Museum of Art is located on the outskirts of Philadelphia, and offers a great view of the surrounding mountains.

If you are interested in skiing, you should consider making a trip to Philadelphia, where you can enjoy the beauty of the surrounding mountains and the great skiing conditions.
Dissertation Dilemma

By Neil Frisvat
Thursday March 10, President Martin Meyerson will propose to the University Trustees that the dissertation fee be raised from the current $30 per semester to $60 per semester. The proposal will not affect any graduate courses or administrative services. The proposed increase will not affect any fine arts center or the construction of a Fine Arts Center of Pennsylvania. The most common reaction to this proposal is that it is a blowtorch and creating nothing but smoke. The DP is trying to boil water with a gas burner. The DP has bellowed that this is a blowtorch and creating nothing but smoke. The DP has bellowed that this is a blowtorch and creating nothing but smoke. The DP has bellowed that this is a blowtorch and creating nothing but smoke.

Letter to the Editor

Muckraking and Yellow Journalism

By MacNelly

Quick, boys! Ditch here all things cool off...

For my part, I never thought that the DP had Dazed Dailor's "broadminded" policy until I read the front page of the paper. I never thought that the DP had Dazed Dailor's "broadminded" policy until I read the front page of the paper. I never thought that the DP had Dazed Dailor's "broadminded" policy until I read the front page of the paper. I never thought that the DP had Dazed Dailor's "broadminded" policy until I read the front page of the paper. I never thought that the DP had Dazed Dailor's "broadminded" policy until I read the front page of the paper.

A Case of Myopia

By Fred Schneyer

Police have arrested two university students for writing a dissertation. The police have arrested two university students for writing a dissertation. The police have arrested two university students for writing a dissertation. The police have arrested two university students for writing a dissertation. The police have arrested two university students for writing a dissertation.

FROM THE FOURTH ESTATE

Director of Security and Safety Donald L. Seldes told me that the main reason for the increase in the number of graduates is that there are more political groups at Penn than there were a few years ago. The director of security and safety Donald L. Seldes told me that the main reason for the increase in the number of graduates is that there are more political groups at Penn than there were a few years ago. The director of security and safety Donald L. Seldes told me that the main reason for the increase in the number of graduates is that there are more political groups at Penn than there were a few years ago. The director of security and safety Donald L. Seldes told me that the main reason for the increase in the number of graduates is that there are more political groups at Penn than there were a few years ago.

The proposed increase in the dissertation fee would double their opposition to it. The proposed increase in the dissertation fee would double their opposition to it. The proposed increase in the dissertation fee would double their opposition to it. The proposed increase in the dissertation fee would double their opposition to it. The proposed increase in the dissertation fee would double their opposition to it.
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By Frank Ballmann
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news in brief

Klein Economic Speech

(Continued from page 1)

To solve food shortages, which are caused by grain failures and population growth, Klein proposed establishing "buffer stocks of food" and increasing crop yield and agricultural productivity.

Infiltration

(Continued from page 1)

Activities Council is working together to investigate the "way the files are collected, who has access to those files, why they are collected." The council also wants to be informed as to where to file the files and who has access to them.

What You Really Need Is

The PERFECT SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

WHAT WE REALLY NEED

Are Perfect Summer Employees

At Armco Steel, we get more than the "job." Our employees get training and experience they need to go to work at their own job chances, and yours. They're among the thousands of Armco employees training for new jobs America must create, including yours.

Some who are discussing the Armco requirements are:

Primary, you're among the first inter-

Whatever America's unemploy-

FINDING A JOB:

How hiring you

Plain Talk about Services

FREE-Armco's plain talk on how to get a job.

Plain talk about Profits

Over our company's 75-year history, Armco has averaged $9 profit on each dollar of sales. We pay out part of our earnings immediately in dividends to Armco's 180,000 shareholders. However, profitability is not simply a matter of profits. We believe that profits are important, because they can cost somebody about PROFITS

About Armo's

A leading university.

Plain talk about Services

FREE-Armco's plain talk on how to get a job.

We've got a free booklet to help you get a job. Use it to set yourself apart above the crowd. We answer "Whose money is it that you're after?" like this: We're asking you to work at your own job chances, and yours. We'll send you back a more detailed and complete profile.

Topper's Plain talk on how to get a job

We've got a free booklet to help you get a job. Use it to set yourself apart above the crowd. We answer "Whose money is it that you're after?" like this: We're asking you to work at your own job chances, and yours. We'll send you back a more detailed and complete profile.
McCoy Tyner
His Time Has Come.

Tyner is a living legend whose powerful musical vision is constantly expanding. In the Sixties he came to early fame as John Coltrane's pianist. In the Seventies he has emerged as a major innovator, composer, arranger, and bandleader. Tyner has become a seminal jazz influence, and the most acclaimed acoustic keyboard artist of our time. On his latest Milestone album, Focal Point, he deepens and broadens the scope of the legend that has produced such monumental records as the trailblazing Fly with the Wind ("the strings album"—with Hubert Laws, Billy Cobham, Ron Carter) and the evocative Trident (the trio album—with Ron Carter and Elvin Jones).

Also on Milestone: Fly with the Wind (M-9067), Trident (M-9063), Sama Layuca (M-9056), Echoes of a Friend (M-9055), Song of the New World (M-9048), Song for My Lady (M-9044), Sahara (M-9039). Two record sets: Atlantis (M-55002), Enlightenment (M-55001).

German Night
At
Dr. Watson's Pub
Imported German Beer on Tap

Door Prizes
German Food
Free Gifts

Very Special Prices!
Wed. March 9th
Wednesday, March 9, 1977

Bakke

Continued from page 1

Wednesday, March 9 at 4:30
ROOM E 8 DIETRICH HALL
COMMON PLEAS JUDGE

LISA RICCHETTE
Will Speak On
"WOMEN, POWER AND THE LAW"
Co-sponsored by Women's Studies and
Thematic Seminar On Women and Power

MAKE THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF YOUR LIFE . . .
A memorable day in theirs.

After you say "I do" ... relax while we take care of your guests. With superb food, fine drink, and lovely trappings, we'll make your reception as memorable as your wedding.

Consult with our banquet staff to design your reception to be uniquely your own ... or ask us about our own wedding arrangements planned to the last detail.
But whatever you decide, it makes sense to have it here. Our accommodations are lovely, our staff is professional. You can depend on a great hotel for your guests.

At the University City Holiday Inn.

THE JEWISH COMPONENT OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

DISCUS

"THE JEWISH COMPONENT OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE"

* Problematics of working with a modern clientele in a secular environment

* Achieving a Jewish definition of social welfare

Wednesday Evening
March 9th 8:00 p.m.
University of Pennsylvania Hillel Foundation
36th & Walnut Streets

Professor Joseph Reimer will be on Campus at Hillel from March 9th 8:00 p.m. until March 10th, to talk about "THE JEWISH COMPONENT OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE". "THE JEWISH COMPONENT OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE" will be held on Wednesday evening, March 9th, at 8:00 p.m., at the University of Pennsylvania Hillel Foundation, 36th & Walnut Streets. Dr. Sol Greene, of the Wurzweiler School of Social Work of Yeshiva University, will discuss "THE JEWISH COMPONENT OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE". The discussion will cover issues such as problematics of working with modern clients in a secular environment, and achieving a Jewish definition of social welfare.
Relaxed Tichacek Regains the Fencing Touch

By GREG GROVE
Coach Dave Micahnik believes a top fencer produces a winning product, and Jack Tichacek would certainly prove his theory correct. In the first year of varsity competition, according to Micahnik, "a fencer has acquired a lot more knowledge from the previous year's experience. Tichacek's second season of varsity competition proved to be a different story. In the second season of experience, explained Micahnik, "a fencer has acquired a lot more from his theories.

The tendency to second-guess increases and a fencer always sticks to his basic game plan. The opponent often capitalizes on the indecision. According to Micahnik, this is a common trend which, he feels, cannot be fixed. The oft-enforced sunshine steps out and works to make the Tichacek a true fencer.

"It was all mental," noted Tichacek. "I'm sure there were people trying to make me nervous. I would do things wrong in a game which he described as "more mental than chess," those things that Penn has this season is a key factor in relieving those pressures and improving individual performances.

This weekend, Tichacek and the entire squad moved to Columbia for a top full team tournament of the season. The winners of this tournament will travel to the NCAA tournament which national college champions will crown.

The often-cursed sophomore slump usually sees the fencer revert back to practice. "It was all mental," noted Tichacek. "I'm sure there were people trying to make me nervous. I would do things wrong in a game which he described as "more mental than chess," those things that Penn has this season is a key factor in relieving those pressures and improving individual performances.

Enthusiasm, Progress Highlight Year

By NANCY GOLDBERG
What can you say about the women's gymnastics and swimming teams this season? They did what they were supposed to do, and the fans were never too disappointed. Apparently both of these teams didn't exactly have perfect premieres with teams in trouble, although both teams had successful Premieres, getting 14 and 12, respectively.

Apparantly all of the women's gymnastics is the individual's talent. Things have been well this season. His concentration is back and so is the confidence necessary to compete successfull.

What can you say about the women's gymnastics and swimming teams this season? They did what they were supposed to do, and the fans were never too disappointed. Apparently both of these teams didn't exactly have perfect premieres with teams in trouble, although both teams had successful Premieres, getting 14 and 12, respectively.

Apparantly all of the women's gymnastics is the individual's talent. Things have been well this season. His concentration is back and so is the confidence necessary to compete successfull.

The biggest reason for the success of the team was Jean's enthusiasm and high energy level," complemented Pedro Ferraz. "Jean's enthusiasm and high energy level contributed to a strong bond between the two of us and the others. It is an attitude we provide with that important ingredient.

The second time was when we faced our rub-up referring to the Quaker's issues of getting a number of the things we started to work on last year and to look to the future and to the progress we started.

The final time was that the fencers were hampered by the poor and relative prospecs of the season and the team this year which provided us with an important ingredient. The final year that we needed to work on was the first three times we got their seasons together. "It was all mental," noted Tichacek. "I'm sure there were people trying to make me nervous. I would do things wrong in a game which he described as "more mental than chess," those things that Penn has this season is a key factor in relieving those pressures and improving individual performances.

This weekend, Tichacek and the entire squad moved to Columbia for a top full team tournament of the season. The winners of this tournament will travel to the NCAA tournament which national college champions will crown.

The often-cursed sophomore slump usually sees the fencer revert back to practice. "It was all mental," noted Tichacek. "I'm sure there were people trying to make me nervous. I would do things wrong in a game which he described as "more mental than chess," those things that Penn has this season is a key factor in relieving those pressures and improving individual performances.

Women's Gymnastics, Swimming Wrap-up

by DANIEL GREENFIELD
How can the coaching staffs of the gymnastics and swimming squads of the Eastern get any more satisfaction from back-to-back No. 2 finishes in the final Top 25 polls? As a matter of fact, they can get one last big boost from the sports public.Beginning with the Eastern championships next week in Providence, the Eagles will be fighting to win a national title.

There will be several important factors that will make this season's Easterns the Easterners' most important meet of the season. First, the meet will coincide with the final Top 25 polls and the NCAA meet. This means that the Easterners will have a chance to prove their worth to the national community. Second, the meet will be held in Providence, a city that the Eagles have not been able to beat in recent years. Finally, the Easterners will have a chance to prove that they can compete with the best in the country.

"The Easterners will have a chance to prove that they can compete with the best in the country. This means that the Easterners will have a chance to prove their worth to the national community. Second, the meet will be held in Providence, a city that the Eagles have not been able to beat in recent years. Finally, the Easterners will have a chance to prove that they can compete with the best in the country.

Men's Gymnastics, Swimming Wrap-up

by GREG GROVE
Eastern Swimming & Men's Gymnastics wrap-up: Staff writer Bob Glasscot has a great number of people attracted to the Eastern programs. "The adjustment our new swimmers made to our season was phenomenal, I think we've won 22 meet this year, 13 of which were in the Eastern Championships, which is an important factor in relieving those pressures and improving individual performances.
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